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Data Mining: Practical Machine Learning Tools and Techniques, Third EditionMorgan Kaufmann, 2011

	The convergence of computing and communication has produced a society that feeds
	on information. Yet most of the information is in its raw form: data. If data is characterized
	as recorded facts, then information is the set of patterns, or expectations,
	that underlie the data. There is a huge amount of information locked up in...
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Beginning 3D Game Development with Unity: All-in-one, multi-platform game developmentApress, 2011

	Real time 3D games have been around for well over ten years now. We’ve played them, created assets in
	the style of our favorites, and maybe even “mod”ed a few of them. But until recently, the cost of licensing
	one of the premier game engines has ranged from several hundred thousand to several million dollars
	per title...
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Integrative Medicine for Vulnerable Populations: A Clinical Guide to Working with Chronic and Comorbid Medical Disease, Mental Illness, and AddictionSpringer, 2019

	
		
			This first-of-its-kind title addresses the failures of an often fragmented healthcare system in managing vulnerable patients with multiple, chronic, co-morbid conditions -- patients who are frequently unresponsive to the methods and approaches used to treat other patients with conditions that are less complicated. The book...
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Practical .NET for Financial MarketsApress, 2006
Practical .NET for Financial Markets was born because we were convinced no focused literature
existed for people involved in application/product development in financial markets using .NET.
Although a lot of .NET-related material is available, most often it is not relevant for developers in
the finance domain. The finance domain...
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Grammatical Picture Generation: A Tree-Based ApproachSpringer, 2006
This book introduces the reader to the notions, the techniques, and the theory of grammatical picture generation, a research field focusing on formal systems that describe sets of pictures by means of syntactic rules. The book presents important types of picture generators, using a tree-based approach to stress their common algorithmic basis, the...
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Electroactive Polymers for Robotic Applications: Artificial Muscles and SensorsSpringer, 2007
Electroactive polymers (EAPs) respond to electrical stimulation with large deformations. They are dynamic actuators which have attracted attention from an interdisciplinary audience of engineers and scientists. An enabling EAP technology is emerging which attempts to imitate the properties of natural muscle and which, as a result, can perform a...
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Practical TCP/IP and Ethernet Networking for Industry (Practical Professional Books)Newnes, 2003
One of the great protocols that has been inherited from the Internet is TCP/IP and this is being used as the open standard today for all network and communications systems. The reasons for this popularity are not hard to find. TCP/IP and Ethernet are truly open standards available to competing manufacturers and providing the user with a common...
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High-Throughput Image Reconstruction and Analysis (Bioinformatics & Biomedical Imaging)Artech House Publishers, 2009

	Progress in biology is dependent on the ability to observe, measure, and model the behavior of organisms at multiple levels of abstraction, from the microscopic to the macroscopic. There has been a tremendous growth recently in the techniques to probe the structure and workings of cellular and organ-level mechanisms. Significant advances have...
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Privacy and Anonymity in Information Management Systems: New Techniques for New Practical ProblemsSpringer, 2010

	As depicted in David Lodge’s celebrated novel Small World, the perceived size of our world experienced a progressive decrease as jet airplanes became affordable to ever greater shares of the earth’s population. Yet, the really dramatic shrinking had to wait until the mid-1990s, when Internet became widespread and the information...
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Windows Forensic Analysis Toolkit, Third Edition: Advanced Analysis Techniques for Windows 7Syngress Publishing, 2012

	I am not an expert. I have never claimed to be an expert at anything (at least not

	seriously done so), least of all an expert in digital forensic analysis of Windows

	systems. I am simply someone who has found an interest in my chosen field of

	employment, and a passion to dig deeper. I enjoy delving into and extending the...
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Multihop Wireless Networks: Opportunistic Routing (Wireless Communications and Mobile Computing)John Wiley & Sons, 2011

	This book provides an introduction to opportunistic routing an emerging technology designed to improve the packet forwarding reliability, network capacity and energy efficiency of multihop wireless networks


	This book presents a comprehensive background to the technological challenges lying behind opportunistic routing. The...
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Pancreatitis and Its Complications (Clinical Gastroenterology)Humana Press, 2004

	Diseases of the pancreas have been extremely difficult to study. Until relatively recently, the pancreas was viewed by surgeons as an organ to be avoided, given its deep retroperitoneal location and the sometimes severe consequences of manipulation. Similar difficulties have plagued careful study of the pancreas. In humans, only inf- quently...
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